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Short Description

The DEWALT TSTAK™ 2.0 Mobile Box Bundle has been designed for convenient and easy access to tools.
Made up of the following cases:

1 x TSTAK™ 2.0 Mobile Storage Box with an ergonomic, telescopic handle and durable 177mm (7in)
wheels for easy transportation of heavy tools. It has a removable, half-size, internal tote tray for easy
access to key hand tools, fixings and power tool accessories. A high-performance seal in the lid provides
water and dust protection (IP54) to power and hand tools in the box.

DEWALT Tracker compatible, an internal fixing point allows the DEWALT Tracker (not supplied) to be
installed and the box tracked via the DEWALT Tool Connect App. There is also a handy name panel
insert, this allows boxes to be labelled for easy identification.
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1 x TSTAK™ I Accessory Case made from 3mm polypropylene plastic. Its solid metal hinges and heavy-
duty metal latches make it highly robust. In addition, it has a strong metal handle. It has 2
compartments to separate smaller and larger accessories for greater organisation.

1 x TSTAK™ V Clear Lid Organiser with 2 large and 5 small removable storage cups for storing small parts
and accessories. Its unique, heavy-duty lid design locks all compartments in place for secure storage. A
built-in wide handle allows easy and stable portability, whilst the clear and impact resistant lid allows full
visibility for quick access.

All can be stacked and clipped to other TSTAK™ toolboxes via durable, metal pin side latches. This allows
numerous boxes to be stacked and held securely together for easier transport.

Overall Dimensions (DxWxH): 335 x 515 x 710mm

Description

The DEWALT TSTAK™ 2.0 Mobile Box Bundle has been designed for convenient and easy access to tools.
Made up of the following cases:

1 x TSTAK™ 2.0 Mobile Storage Box with an ergonomic, telescopic handle and durable 177mm (7in)
wheels for easy transportation of heavy tools. It has a removable, half-size, internal tote tray for easy
access to key hand tools, fixings and power tool accessories. A high-performance seal in the lid provides
water and dust protection (IP54) to power and hand tools in the box.

DEWALT Tracker compatible, an internal fixing point allows the DEWALT Tracker (not supplied) to be
installed and the box tracked via the DEWALT Tool Connect App. There is also a handy name panel
insert, this allows boxes to be labelled for easy identification.

1 x TSTAK™ I Accessory Case made from 3mm polypropylene plastic. Its solid metal hinges and heavy-
duty metal latches make it highly robust. In addition, it has a strong metal handle. It has 2
compartments to separate smaller and larger accessories for greater organisation.

1 x TSTAK™ V Clear Lid Organiser with 2 large and 5 small removable storage cups for storing small parts
and accessories. Its unique, heavy-duty lid design locks all compartments in place for secure storage. A
built-in wide handle allows easy and stable portability, whilst the clear and impact resistant lid allows full
visibility for quick access.

All can be stacked and clipped to other TSTAK™ toolboxes via durable, metal pin side latches. This allows
numerous boxes to be stacked and held securely together for easier transport.

Overall Dimensions (DxWxH): 335 x 515 x 710mm
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